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• Introduction : cutoff effects and thermodynamics in the low-T region, lattice vs. HRG
• HISQ action and T=0 physics • QCD thermodynamics with HISQ action and comparsion with other improved action calculations : p4, asqtad (RBC-BI, HotQCD) and stout (Budapest-Wuppertal) Cheng et al, arXiv:0911.2215 [hep-lat] Bazavov et al, PRD 80 (2009) Lattice results for "physical" quark masses
• Thermodynamics quantities are quark mass independent for T>200MeV • The quark mass effect is also small at low temperature and is similar to cutoff effects • Lattice results are significantly below the Hadron Resonance Gas Lattice calculations at the physical quark mass and N τ =8, Cheng et al, arXiv:0911.2215 Improved staggered calculations at finite temperature The lattice spacing is set through the calculation of static potential
Mass splitting of pseudo-scalar mesons
Only one out of 16 PS mesons has zero mass in the chiral limit, the quadratic mass splitting is the measure of flavor symmetry breaking asqtad HISQ PS meson splittings in HISQ calculations are reduced by factor ~ 2.5 compared to asqtad at the same lattice spacing and are even smaller than for stout action => discretizations effects for N τ =8 HISQ calculations are similar to those in N τ =12 asqtad calculations
Deconfinement transition : the Polyakov loop
• Polyakov loops in HISQ and p4 calculations agree reasonably well at high T
• HISQ results are consistently larger than p4 results at low temperatures and transition
• If the same procedure for fixing the lattice spacing is used (r 0 ) the HISQ and stout calculation agree for the raw data of L ren (T) Deconfinement transition : strangeness susceptibility
• Significant enhancement in strangeness fluctuations at low T compared to asqtad and p4
• At high T HISQ results agree reasonably well with p4 and asqtad results
• HISQ results are closer to the HRG than p4 and asqtad results but still smaller than HRG Further comparison with HRG model
• significant enhancement of baryon number fluctuations and trace anomaly at low T compared to asqtad and p4 obtained using N τ =8 and N τ =6 lattices
